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Science and Cooking is organisation aimed to develop
conceptual understanding and life skills using food as a
medium of learning. So while you learn cooking skills and
techniques, and ingredient behaviour, you also learn
science, social science, and life skills along with it.

Over the last 3 years, we have worked with thousands of
children (and some adults) to help them kickstart their
curiosity, engage in deeper learning, and build their self-
confidence through food. And now we want to take our
tried-and-tested methodology to more children around the
world.

WHY THIS BOOK
This book is a collection of questions and activities around
food which are designed to get children thinking and doing. 

In this book, answers are not provided to any of the
questions or activities. Guiding questions or ideas on how
they can find answers have been given. Children are
encouraged to dig as deep as they want, try as many
experiments as they like, reach whichever conclusion they
do, as none of these have one right answer or one way to
look at things. 

Information is freely available everywhere. The aim is to
develop curiosity and provide opportunities to practice
thinking and problem solving skills.

Adults, feel free to join in the fun, but remember to bring
along your child-like curiosity and openness into this
experience!



There are NO right or wrong answers 
You can try as much or as little you want at a time - but
we hope you come back to it and try everything 
Think, ask people, use the internet, look in books, and
find as much information as you can
If you don't understand what a word means, look it up
EXPERIMENT! Think like a scientist, an inventor, a chef! 

Dear Kids,

This is a book to help you THINK and DO, and learn about
CAKE! I hope you love cake as much as I do!

At the end of the book, I hope you feel confident to create
your own signature cake or cake inspired desserts. 

Before you start, a few things to remember:

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

PINK pages are THINK pages - these
require you to think and imagine 

YELLOW pages are DO pages - these
require you to ask, find, experiment, create

Grab a notebook, a pencil, and let's begin! 



Before we start, let's think what is cake? 

What are some things that make a food a
cake? 
The shape? The taste? The texture? The
ingredients? A mix of all of these?

In a notebook, write down some words which
describe a cake.

What
do YOU think
Cake is?
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Can a cake be savoury/salty?
Is a flourless cake really a cake?
Is a sweet bread a cake?
Can a cake be steamed, or fried?
Is a cookie just a dryer, thinner cake?
Is cheesecake really a cake?

Another way to think about it is: what, if
changed, would make it stop being a
cake? 

Some questions for you think about:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

More ways
to think
about cake.
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Make a list
of the

different
types of

cakes have
you eaten.

What was the same between them?
What was different between them?
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How old is
cake?

Let's use our imagination

Ask your parents if they ate cake when they
were growing up.
Ask your grandparents if there were cakes when
they were small.
How long ago do you think the first cake was
made? How can you find this out?

Which continent in the world do you live in?
Which year would you be in? 
What other foods are popular at that time?
What are some possible ideas that you can     
have that will lead you to 'invent' cake?

Imagine yourself to be the first person who is
about to make cake ever (the kind we eat today).
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Ask 20 friends
and family what
their favourite

dessert/sweet is.
How many of them

said cake?
Are you surprised with

the result?
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Role of
Ingredients
Search the internet to find out what are the most
common ingredients of a cake. You can read 4-5
recipes of cake and find out the common
ingredients between them.
(You can write these in your notebook.)

Structure
Sweetness
Fluffiness
Airiness
Moistness
Flavour
Anything else?

Find out which of these 
gives cake its:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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What kind
of cooking
does a cake
require?

in a pan on the gas
directly over fire
in a microwave
in an oven

What do you think will happen if you cook a cake

Do you think they will all be the same? Why do
you think so?
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How to bake
a cake 

Mix together your butter and sugar until
creamy
Add eggs (if using)
Add flour and baking powder
Don't mix too much - only until all the flour is
wet
Add it in a baking pan and cook until it is
brown from the outside

Do you have a recipe of cake that you make
often? If you don't, here is an easy-to-remember
recipe you can follow:

Ingredients:
Flour, butter, sugar, eggs (if you use), baking
powder
The quantity of flour = butter = sugar = eggs
And use 1 tsp of baking powder for every
cup/100gm flour

Method:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
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Ingredient
Substitution 
Go to your kitchen and find all varieties of these
you can find:

- Flours (like wheat, dal, etc)
- Sweeteners (like types of sugar, honey, etc)
- Fats (like oil, butter, etc)
- Raising Agents (like baking powder, yeast, etc)

What happens if you use these alternatives
instead of the basic ingredients? 

Like what if you use ghee instead of butter, or
honey instead of sugar?

Find one easy recipe of cake you like
Make two versions of these - one same as the
recipe and in the other, swap one ingredient
and observe the outcome

How will you test these?
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Observations

[Flour]

[Fat]

[Sweetener]

[Raising
Agent]

Look        Taste         Smell          Feel

What did you observe when you did your
changing experiments? Make a table like one

below in your notebook and write down what you
observed.
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Can you
find out

some cakes
from non-
European
cuisines?
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Create your
signature
cake flavour 

Think of different herbs, spices like
coriander, or black pepper.
Think of other dishes you love to eat, like
apple pie, or gulab jamun.
Think of other condiments and sauces, like
chilli sauce, or wasabi.
What about pickles, or chutneys?
What cuisine do you want to pick?
Look in your kitchen or fridge right now to
see what else you can add.
How do you think you will cook it?
What will it look like?

Now think of a name for your cake and
write down the recipe so that you can try
to make it.
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Now bake it
and share it
with your

friends and
family

And remember, if it doesn't come out right the
first time, think about what you can change. And

try again. And again!
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What makes cake
good for us?

What makes it
bad for us?

Bonus Question:
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We hope you had fun and
learnt something new.

Ask more questions, try
more experiments, find

more answers.

Do compare your answers
with your friends, and  ask
your parents to share them

with us. 

To ask us any questions or to share your answers,
you can reach out to Science and Cooking:

/scienceandcookinglab

/scienceandcooking

scienceandcooking.in

+91 - 96501 29400

You're done!


